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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements are reasons for mathematical valuation and risk assessment models to be misleading
or inaccurate? 

I. There could be missing factors in models. 

II. The data used as input for the model could be bad or wrong. 

III. Model results could be misinterpreted. 

IV.

 There could be errors in the derivation of the model. 

A. 

I, II, III IV 

B. 

III and IV 

C. 

I, II, and III 

D. 

I, III, and IV 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The value of which one of the following four option types is typically dependent on both the final price of its underlying
asset and its own price history? 

A. Stout options 

B. Power options 

C. Chooser options 

D. Basket options 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the four following statements regarding foreign exchange (FX) swap transactions is INCORRECT? 
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A. FX swap is a common short-term transaction. 

B. FX swap is normally used for hedging various currency positions. 

C. FX swap generates more exchange rate risk than simple forward transactions. 

D. FX swap is generally used to for funding foreign currency balances and currency speculation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Counterparty credit risk assessment differs from traditional credit risk assessment in all of the following features
EXCEPT: 

A. Exposures can often be netted 

B. Exposure at default may be negatively correlated to the probability of default 

C. Counterparty risk creates a two-way credit exposure 

D. Collateral arrangements are typically static in nature 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Alpha Bank determined that Delta Industrial Machinery Corporation has 2% change of default on a one-year no-
payment of USD $1 million, including interest and principal repayment. The bank charges 3% interest rate spread to
firms in the machinery industry, and the risk-free interest rate is 6%. Alpha Bank receives both interest and principal
payments once at the end the year. Delta can only default at the end of the year. If Delta defaults, the bank expects to
lose 50% of its promised payment. Hence, the loss rate in this case will be 

A. 1% 

B. 3% 

C. 5% 

D. 10% 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which one of the following four statements about the "market-maker" trading strategy is INCORRECT? 

A. A market maker that attracts buy and sell orders can make a profit from the spread quoted between the buy and sell
price. 

B. A market maker can benefit from the market information she gets from the trades she is asked to execute. 
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C. This strategy is independent of market liquidity and number of other market makers. 

D. This risk in this strategy is that traders have to take positions that may quickly incur a loss. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which one of the following four statements correctly defines chooser options? 

A. The owner of these options decides if the option is a call or put option only when a predetermined date is reached. 

B. These options represent a variation of the plain vanilla option where the underlying asset is a basket of currencies. 

C. These options pay an amount equal to the power of the value of the underlying asset above the strike price. 

D. These options give the holder the right to exchange one asset for another. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

According to the largest global poll of foreign exchange market participants, which one of the following four global
financial institutions was the most active participant in the global foreign exchange market? 

A. Citibank 

B. UBS AG 

C. Deutsche Bank 

D. Barclays Capital 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Nijenhaus Bruch is currently creating a program of operational loss data collection at a bank with a large branch
network. Which minimal data standards should this collection approach include to meet minimum loss data collecting
standards? 

A. Reports should only include the actual loss date. 

B. Reports should capture both the date of the event and the amount of loss. 

C. Reports should capture the date of the event, the amount of loss, and recoveries of gross loss amounts. 

D. Reports should be designed to be shared with external data loss consortia recipients. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

Over a long period of time DeltaBank has amassed a large equity option position. Which of the following risks should be
considered in this transaction? 

I. Counterparty risk on long OTC option positions ICounterparty risk on short OTC option positions 

III. Counterparty risk on long exchange-traded option positions 

IV.

 Counterparty risk on short exchange-traded option positions 

A. 

I 

B. 

I, II 

C. 

II, III 

D. 

II, III, IV 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Alpha Bank determined that Delta Industrial Machinery Corporation has 2% change of default on a one-year no-
payment of USD $1 million, including interest and principal repayment. The bank charges 3% interest rate spread to
firms in the machinery industry, and the risk-free interest rate is 6%. Alpha Bank receives both interest and principal
payments once at the end the year. Delta can only default at the end of the year. If Delta defaults, the bank expects to
lose 50% of its promised payment. What interest rate should Alpha Bank charge on the no-payment loan to Delta
Industrial Machinery Corporation? 

A. 8% 

B. 9% 

C. 10% 

D. 12% 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12
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By lowering the spread on lower credit quality borrowers, the bank will typically achieve all of the following outcomes
EXCEPT: 

A. Aggressively courting of new business 

B. Lower probability of default 

C. Rapid growth 

D. Higher losses in case of default 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which one of the following four statements regarding floating rate bonds is incorrect? 

A. Floating rate bonds have coupon payments tied to floating interest rates or floating interest rate indexes. 

B. Floating rate bonds typically have less price risk than fixed rate bonds. 

C. Floating rate bonds are very sensitive to changes in interest rates. 

D. Floating rate bonds only have a small degree of interest rate risk. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which one of the following four statements about market risk is correct? Market risk is 

A. The exposure to an adverse change in the credit quality in portfolios or of financial instruments. 

B. The maximum likely loss in the market value of portfolios and financial instruments over a given period of time. 

C. The maximum likely loss in the market value of portfolios and financial instruments caused by the failure of the
counterparty to meet its obligations. 

D. The exposure to an adverse change in the market value of portfolios and financial instruments caused by a change in
market prices or rates. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

To estimate the responsiveness of a particular equity portfolio to the overall market, a trader should use the portfolio\\'s 

A. Alpha 

B. Beta 
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C. CVaR 

D. VaR 

Correct Answer: B 
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